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The Code of Conduct (CoC) governs user behavior in online games and forums offered through Practikit
Solutions (Practikit) or its affiliates. Failure to follow the CoC may result in disciplinary action, including
the suspension or termination of your account, and revocation of your ability to access Game Servers,
websites, and forums managed by Practikit or its affiliates.
1. You may not use or distribute sexually explicit, harmful, threatening, abusive, defamatory,
obscene, hateful, racially or ethnically offensive language (including, by way of example, but not
limited to, ethnic slurs and religious epithets), content, character names, titles, descriptions, or
in-game labels.
2. You may not spam or flood with multiple posts the forums, Game Lobby or Game Arena chats.
3. You may not violate any local, state, national, or international laws or regulations.
4. You may not modify any of the Game Clients or Game Launchers.
5. You may not form or participate in groups whose ideology is based upon or resembles antireligious, anti-ethnic, anti-sexual orientation, nationalistic, racist or sexist philosophies.
6. You will not attempt to interfere with, hack into, or decipher any transmissions to or from the
Game Server or related services.
7. You may not harass other users, moderators or Practikit staff, including by way of example, but
not limited to, threats, stalking, doxing or abuse of others.
8. You may not use any Games, forums and/or related services for illegal activities. Practikit is not
responsible for anything you say (text or voice) in-game or in our chat rooms or forums, or for any
consequences that arise from what you say. If you break the law, you alone will be responsible
for the consequences.
9. You may not defame, abuse, harass, stalk, threaten or otherwise violate the legal rights (such as
rights of privacy and publicity) of others.

